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Suppliers 
HOWE works closely together with our suppliers to contin-

uously reduce our products’ impact on the environment. 

HOWE is thus setting high environmental demands for both 

HOWE and our suppliers to comply with.

FSC®
All versions of the Munkegaard chair are FSC® certified 

as standard – the guarantee that the veneer origins from  

forests that have been managed in an environmentally- 

friendly, socially responsible and economically viable manner.

 

Trivalent chrome plating
The standard chrome plating on the Munkegaard chair is 

trivalent chrome. Trivalent chromium is a more environmen-

tally sound plating than the commonly used hexavalent 

chromium. When plating with trivalent chromium less chemi-

cals are needed and certain health risks are avoided during  

manufacturing.

Plastic identification
The plastic components of the Munkegaard chair are marked 

with ASTM (ISO 11469) resin identification codes whenever 

possible in order to facilitate correct sorting of components 

for recycling. 

Design for Disassembly 
It is a fact that products assembled with complex assem-

blies or requiring multiple tools are not likely to be recycled. 

Therefore, the Munkegaard chair is cleverly designed to be 

disassembled by the use of a screwdriver only.  

Munkegaard chair
A new classic 

The Munkegaard chair, also known as the Mosquito chair, is a strong, bold original Arne Jacobsen design that demands 

attention. Easily stackable and perfectly suited to home or office, it complements any décor, adding distinction, strength 

and charm, and making the statement of individuality it was always meant to. Introduced in 1955 at the Munkegaard School 

in Denmark, it was an archetypal Arne Jacobsen design: controversial, elegant and edgy. Like most of his chair designs, the 

Munkegaard chair remains just as eye-catching today, and at HOWE, we are extremely proud and honored to be able to 

reintroduce the chair to the world.

Features
Learn more about HOWE and our Moving Sustainability initiatives here: https://www.howe.com/moving-sustainability

https://www.howe.com/moving-sustainability
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Sustainable packaging
The packaging material used includes 96% cardboard and 

4% polyethylene. This means that the packaging is 100% 

recyclable. The cardboard is FSC® or SFI certified and pro-

duced from up to 34% recycled material. 

Did you know that…

- Munkegaard chair is 100 % recyclable at the end of 

   the product’s life?

- Munkegaard chair is FSC® certified at no upcharg

   to customers?

- Munkegaard chair contains no PVC, which goes 

   for all HOWE products?  

- Munkegaard chair is a combination of timeless 

   and durable design?  

- Munkegaard chair is cost efficient and replacements 

   of components are easily manageable?

- Munkegaard chair is easy to disassemble for recycling?

- Munkegaard chair has a 5-year warranty?

Pre-consumer 
recycled content 9%

Post-consumer 
recycled content 3%

Munkegaard chair
Recycled content

45% Steel 46%

Veneer 52%

Plastic 2%

Munkegaard chair
Material content

Subject to ongoing changes and adjustments.
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